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POLICIES ON IMMIGRATION
AND THE SOCIAL INTEGRATION OF MIGRANTS
In the EuroDean Commun I t y

I NTRODUCT ION

theEEC Treaty, which was Incorporated Into the Treaty
European Act, def Ines the
Internal market as an " area without frontiers In which the free

Article 8a of

of Rome by Art Icle 13 of the Single

movement of ... , persons, ... I s ensured"

A political

declaration by the Governments of the Member States,
made at the time of adoption of the Single European Act, stipulates
that: " In order to promote the free movement of persons, the Member

States shall

cooperate, without prejudice

Community, In

to

the powers

of the

particular as regards the entry, movement and

residence of nationals of third countries.

The freedom of moVement principle thus poses the question not only
of what common system should be applied at the Communlty s external

frontiers but also

of what effects

national policies towards

resident Immlgr. ants may have on the Communlty s economic and sociai

cohes ion.
These concerns led the European Council of 8 and 9 December 1989 to
request " that an Inventory of national positions on Immigration be
established , to provide a basis for discussIon of the matter within
the Counc i I " .

To facliltate the task, the EUropean Council' s request was divided

Into two are. as: the first entailed examination of questions reiatlng
to the entry and movement of citizens from third countries , whilst
the second area related to the Integrat ion of these same people who
had been admitted Into the territories of the Member States.

the

This report

Is concerned malniy with
second question , viz.
Member States ' policies for the Integration of non- EC nationals.

In this connection

chaired by Mr F.

the Commission asked a group of experts
Bohning, J.
Braun and comprising Messrs.
Remy to analyse
A. Goilnl , W. Hyde and P.

Fernandez Cordon,
current national pol Icles In the

L.

R,

following fields: - entry policy;
- Member States ' practices with regard to Immigrants ' residence and
Immigrants ' access to
reuniting of
employment; - education, housing, social benefits, civic and social

In particular, the

families; -

rights;
dla 'ogue between Immigrants and the author it ies;
repatriation facilities.

The group visited all the capital cities In order to meet not only
polltl. clans and administrators but also businessmen , trade unionists
and Immigrants ' organizations. The frank and open discussions were
a great heip In drawing up this report.

see Annex I I
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The experts also had talks with the Coordinators ' Group on the Free

Movement of Persons and with both sides of Industry at Community
I eve I , represented by UN I CE and the ETUC.
They are extremely grateful to everyone who contributed towards the
preparation of the report by giving their expert knowledge and by
making documents available.

Whilst the aim of this

report has been

to Identify points of

convergence and divergence between nat lonal policies without passing
judgement on them, the various fields of Investigation haYe
nevertheless prompted the group to draw up a number of conclusions
which may be helpful to the Member states and the Community bodies
In their future declslon-maklng.

As regards the social and legal situation

of

third country

Immigrants In the Member States, readers ' attention Is drawn to the
Commission s report drawn up at the request of the European Council
I n Hannover on 27 and 28 June 1988.

a wide
Finally, the experts stress that they have given
. They have

Interpretation to the terms " Immigration " and " Immigrant"
been concerned with all third country nationals living In the Member

tourists or

students,
states, With the exception of those who are
Irrespective of whether they envisage returning at some future date
remaining
on retirement
to the.
present,
with the
permanently. The report deal~ with those lawfully

lr own countries, e.

or

position of " lllegai

as Immigrants,

Immigrants , and with those who, having entered
subsequently acquired the citizenship of the Member

State In which they were living.

Moreover, In considering the social Integration of Immigrants and
the I r fam III es,

and with

children

the repor t

is concerned with Imm

I grants themsel ves

to
their children and grandchildren. When referring
the
the report Inciudes both children born outside
parent, and those born

Member State who Joined or accompanied a
wi th In the Member State. Thus the scope of the report does not
exclude those children who acquired either at birth or later the
citizenship of the Member State In which they were born. The term
Is often used to descr Ibe ch Iidren
second generation Immigrants
born to Immigrants within a Member State. Objections can be made to
that term , but I t is used on occas Ion for reasons of conven I ence and

brev I ty.

SEC(89) flnai of 22 June 1989
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PART ONE

The context of miarat Ion
I.

and tension factors affect Ina mlarat Ion

Old and new Immigration

people, both Internal and external , have
life In Europe. It has become a veritable
flows which have made .thelr mark on Its
closely linked, In modern times, to Its

large-scale transfers of
always been a feature of
crOssroads of migratory

history and have

been

relations with the new world and . the colonies. The successive waves
Immigrants and their descendants are an essential element In the
fabric of European society, In the same way that European emigrants
have made their own considerable contribution to the new world.

of

One of the posl t Ive aspects of Immlgrat Ion Is that migrants are
tenacious and flexible people who, In order to Improve their lot,
are prepared to uproot themse I ves, face the drawbacks and risks of
travelling and settling Into a new place, work hard In difficult
conditions, learn a new language and take on different cultures and

env I ronments.

During the I.ast

thirty years In particular, the time- lags between
cycles of population development and cycles of economic development
In the countries which now make up the European Community gave rise
first and foremost to significant migratory flows w.lthln Europe, due
to a shortage of labour In the Centre and North and a surplus of

labour In

the

South. Subsequently,

the unsatisfied demand

for

labour In central Europe attracted Immigrants from countries outside
the present Community (Including large numbers from Yugoslavia and
Immigration, which was Initially motivated by a desire to
find work and WaS regarded as a phenomenon of short or medium- term
reunification of
changed dramatically
famlll. es and the arrival of refugees and asyium seekers. Moreover

Turkey).
duration, has
links with former

with the

colonies have helped to

establish large-scale

migratory flows of a specific type, affecting mainly France and the
become a more or less
Unl ted Kingdom. Immlgrat Ion
permanent or long-term phenomenon giving rise, among other things,
to second and third generations of " Immigrants " and creating new
demands and probiems which have to a certain extent
overwhelmed the host societies as a result of their being slow or
poorly equipped to deal with the situation.

has thus

prospects,

10.

Over recent years, the Community
southern Member States, which
have long been countries of emigration, have become places of
dest Inat Ion to a greater or iesser extent for lega I
Illega I

or

Immigration. Up to now , this has almost always Involved workers not
accompanied by their families. Once families begin to be reunited,
a number of new prob I ems can be expected to crop up, espec I a II y
little seems to have been done In those countries so far to
the challenge. Should they wish , these countr lescould call on
the experience of the more established countries of Immigration In

th Is respect.
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11.

The demands of the

labour market In the countr les

of dest Inat Ion and

the entry rules laid down by the countries themselves (Including
provisions for family reunification) have largely regulated
Immigration , the volume and duration

depending almost

of Immlgrat Ion flows thus
of the

European
exclusively on the attractions
countries of Immigration (pull factorS). However , migratory flows
have, over the last few years, also been determined to a certain
extent by the labour markets of the countr les of or Igln, which have
exported some of the manpower that could not be employed locally
(push factors); In such cases, the Immigrants have resorted to
various
(passing themselves off as students, tourists or
refugees) or have taken advantage of delays and unreadlness on the

ruses
part of the Institutions,

authorities and pollcy-makers In some of
the countries of new Immigration, whose borders are, as In the case

of Italy and Greece for example, particularly permeable for
structura I reasons.

12.

Despite the declared polley (especially on the part Of the Member
States of
EUrope) of severely restr Ict Ing the entry of

central

foreign workers, Immlgrat

Ion - whether author Ized In accordance wi

the rules or simply tolerated - cont

Inues to permeate the ent Ire

European Community, with varying humbers of new arrivals, resulting
lesser
primarily from family reunification and refugees and
extent, from economic demand, with particular emphasis on the pull
exerted by the underground economy. No matter what IJOS I t Ion the

, to a

Member States adopt on

the admission of . new

Immigrants, there

Inevitably going to be a certain flow of newcomers.

13.

The political events In Eastern El.1rope and the resulting
Ilberailzation of movements of

people have added

a further

dimension, not only In terms of the effect on the labour market of
some Member States, but also by generat Ing more and more applicants
from the countr las of Eastern Europe.

The Immigrant populat Ion
14.

The full Integration of Immigrants cannot be achieved In a single
generation , and we believe we reflect both the realities of the
situation and the concerns of the Governments of Member States
adopting for the purposes of this report the wide definition of
Immigrant" given In para 6 above. As a consequenCe, It Is not
possible to give precise figures of the number of Immigrants with
whom the report Is concerned.

Of a total population

of 327 million In the Member States of the
European Community (not taking Into account the recent unification
of Germany), foreigners account for some 12 800 000 or 4% of the
total. This figure. though, Includes Community cltl:zens exercising
their right to freedom of movement.

- 7 -

Thus, If we

consider only those who ~re third-country nationals and
lawfully reside on Community territory, and who are .not citizens of
a Member State, the foreign population can be put at some 7 ~OO 000
- 4 300 000 men and 3 600 000 women - I. e. 2. 4% of the total

population.

those Immigrants and their
ch II dren who have a I ready acqu I red th~ c I t I zensh I p of a Member

These figures, however. exclude all

State. Thus, for example, the ethnic minority poPulation of the
United Kingdom, the majority of whom are British citizens, Is about
5% of the total poPulation , although onlY 1.8% of the population
are non- Community nationals.

it would be

wrong, though.

to think that the problems of

full

Integration concern only the non-Community nationals and not a large
number of those who have already acquired citizenship of one of the
Member States.

15.

The total of 7 900 000 third-country nationals living In the
Inc ludes some 1 800 000 who come from a country of the

Commun I ty

IndUstrialized world (United States, Canada, Japan, EFTA countries,
I ty Of them do not regard themse I ves as Intend i ng to
sett Ie In Europe. nor are they seen as " Immigrants " by the public at

etc. ). The major

large.

They pose no Integration problems needing a specific policy, and are

not, generally speaking,

a

real concern

of

the Member states.

ConseQuentiy, the remainder of our report Is not concerned with

them.

the poPulation of third-country nationals, the
figures given In Annex I show that the majority come from

Looking only at

Mediterranean countries (mainly Yugoslavia, Turkey, Morocco and
Algeria). This bears witness to the ongoing, significant transfers
of people within the Mediterranean economic and social area and the
Importance of the southern shores of the Medl terranean for the
Commun I

16.

ty.

The same figures show that the majority of non- Community nationals
ilve In three countries, France, Germany and the United Kingdom. As

iong-standing countr les

also have

the

of immlgrat Ion these three Member states

greatest number

of second and third generation

Immigrants " who, as we have a I ready made clear, are of concern to

us even though they are not " Immigrants" In the str Ict sense of the
word and may already possess the nationality of the country In which

they live.

17.

The breakdown by age and sex of the Member States ' populations Is
quite different from that of the Immigrants; the latter Include vast

numbers of young people with very few middle-aged or eideriy
people; there are also marked Imbalances .between the sexes, with a
preponderance of mal~
females according to the Immigrants
country of origin. Th demographic differences between Immigrants

~r

and the rest of the population may, together with cuiturai
differences, constitute a further barrier to the process of
Integrat Ion.
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18.

The highly uneven geographical

distribution of

the Immigrant

populat Ion , which Is concentrated above all In certain urban areas,

Is one of the greatest problems In terms of gaining the acceptance
of the general public and finding the best solution to the question
Integration. Measures to encourage a more uniform geographical

of

dlstr Ibut Ion of

Immigrants may, besides preYent Ing

ghettos, facilitate

the acceptance

of

the format Ion of

Invnlgrants by the local

populat Ion.
19.

The entire complex of problems connected with the Integration of
Immigrants highlights the need for coherent , non- discriminatory,

bold policies on the residence,

vocational training,
education
housing and working environment of Immigrants who have already
arr I ved. We take the v lew that our soc lety cannot afford to
squander .

even partially, the human resources which are an Intrinsic
part of the Europe In which we now live.

Some Immigrants choose to return to their own country, for example
reach retirement age. This poses a general problem of
eligibility for and transfer of pension rights.

when they

20.

Despite some Member States ' official aid programmes to

persons

wishing to return to their own country, the humber actually availing
themselves of the opportunity Is fairly low . which gives reason to
believe that , particularly In the not so recent past Immigrants

and their families came to the Community to stay. Although the

situation Is by no means consistent from country to country and over
different periods of time, this phenomenon Is nevertheless of some

importance In terms of how we

prospects for Integrat Ion.
21.

view current problems and future

We cannot refer to the Integration of Immigrants aiready established
without aiso considering the new Inflows of migrant workers, family
members, asylum seekers and Illegal or ciandestlne lmmlgrants, since
the rate and voiume of arrival of such people undoubtedly affect the

Integrat Ion process.

Tension factors affect Ing
22.

mlarat Ion and future

orosoects

if we look back at what has happened In Europe In recent years to

iabour market trends and Immigration

flows, a gulf can be clearly

distinguished between the problem as a whole (as formuiated and

discussed by polley-makers, public opinion and the media In
various countrl.es and at Community level),

the

actual or potential
actually taken. In other

policies, and the turn that events have
words. poiltlcal thinking, economic thinking

and demographic and
social developments are not always In step In terms of substance or
timing.
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23.

Notwithstanding the

political will to close the door to new
has built up In a number of

Immigrants, an " economic demand"

European countries In recent years, which has attracted labour to a
greater or lesser extent, legitimately and clandestinely, openly and
by the back door. Clandest Ine Immlgrat Ion Is In Itself a factor of

Instability and uncertainty,

making It harder for

bona fide

Immigrants to Integrate and adversely affecting working conditions

for all.
24.

Although employers have Implicit Iy

(In their

actual

conduct) or

explicitly (In the meetings held with the Group of Experts) stressed
that - at present and for the foreseeable future - only demand for
highly skilled staff Is unsatisfied , they have admitted that there
have been manpower shortages In a number of sectors which , with the

pragmatism typical of employers, they have sought to overcome
wherever labour Was aval lable and at the lowest possible cost.

In a

Highly skilled workers are needed primarily
few areas of
Industry; the others are recruited for
remaining sectors,
particularly the services sector and for temporary and seasonal

the

work. In

a number of cases the underground economy and clandest Ine
each other , disturbing the labou.r market as

Immlgrat Ion have fuelied
a whole.

25.

A fIrst " migration-related tension factor" can thus be traced to the

requirements of the labour market, Its rules and the mismatch, In
many European countries, between labour supply and demand both from
the point of view of qu.antlty and, perhaps above all , from the point
of view of qual Ity, and this despite the existence of an underused

labour for.ce

In the Commun

I ty.

Bearing In mind the high rates of unemployment among young people
aimost all countrl.es and the number of people currently not on the
Job market but who could be working (especially women), lt Is fair
to say that Europe current Iy has a widely underused labour force and
that this situation Is likely to persist , at least In the short to

medium term.

26.

It should be emphasized that, beyond any other

consideration,

failure to match adequately supply and demand .on the labour markets

of the Indlvlduai countries and of the Community as

a whole will

tend to strengthen the pull factors constituting a magnet for new
Immigration. At the same time, the more
domestic
labour market (where unemp loyment Is brought down to just the

efficient the

frlct lonal rate), the easier will be the acceptance of forelgh
the populat Ion and the simpler the Immigrants

workers by
Integrat Ion.
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27.

A second " migration-related tension factor
soclo- polltlcal context, where families are

certain number

processes of

of

refugees and

Is to be found In a
allowed to reunite, a
asylum seekers are admitted and

political and economic development, along with

production and employment rationalization, are promoted In a number
of countrles, partlcularly In Eastern Europe.

Great Importance will attach not only
latter area by natl.onal governments

to the decisions taken In the

as

regards admitting further

Immigrants but also to the consequent political consultations to be
held at Community level (concerning recognition of the right to
asylum. visas . and Quotas) as there can be no doubt that decisions
taken by one Member state will affect all the other$ either directlY
or I nd I rect I

28.

A third " migration-related tension factor" can be traced to the
demographic and social Imbalances between the EC and vast areas of
the r.est of the wor Id, start Ing from the nearest geograph lea I

reg Ions such as Eastern Europe and the southerh shores of the
Mediterranean. Although It may not be possible to determine a
direct , clear-cut , mechanical relationship between soclo- demographlc
Imbalances and International migration, these Imbalances will
probab I y come to play a more Important ro Ie than I n the past for
various reasons:
I) they are Increasing rapidly (cf. the footnote to paragraph 29);

II) they are Increasingly noticeable and noted. The media,

have an enormous and Increasingly
particularly television
Impact; western television Is normally received both
Eastern Europe and on the southern shores of the Mediterranean,
constant means of compar I ng
prov I ding
regions. The
In the West and the
standards of
telephone Is an equally Important means of passing on Informat Ion
directly to those who have stayed at home, thus creating a
migratory chain " of a kind which, although It operated In the
through different channe I s and over . a much

strong

an easy, direct and
living

other

past too, did so
longer t Imesca

Ie;

I I I) they re I a te to

peop

fully of their

I e who can now become aware more eas il y and

human

rights and their

own

expectations for

occupational and social advancement; they are knocking at the

door In order to achieve such advancement (thl$
Community
phenomenon has more .than doubled since the fall of the communist
regimes In Eastern Europe);

Iv) transport Is no longer
cheaper ,

any problem; It has become far easler,
more frequent and $afer than In the past and accordingly

encourage$ people to move from place to place at

very limited

cost and much more rapidly;
number of Communi ty countries the volume of air , $ea and

v) In a

land traffic ha$ become so Intense that It Is now objectively
much more difficult than In other countries to check arrlyals and

transit.

--------------------

--- ------------------------

-------------- ----------- ----- ---- ------- - - - - -- - -- ------ --- ----- -------- - ------- ------------ ----.- --- ------------------------- ----- --- -------------------------- ----
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29.

Immigrants have come to Europe from many parts of the developing
world
Including the Indian Sub-continent, Sri lanKa, the
Philippines, Nigeria, etc. - and much of what

wider application.

Is nevertheless worth looking more
IS said above has a

It

particularly to the demographic

and labour market aspects of the
Of 12 and the 14 countr les on the southern shores of the
Medl terranean. The table of ant Iclpated changes between 1990 and
2000 shows very marked differences (1).
Commun I ty

Of the expected population Increase In Europe and the Mediterranean
between 1990 and 2000, 95% will be located on the southern shores of

the Mediterranean and 5% In the European Community.

There

virtually no uncertainty about this outlook: In 1990 the proportion
of persons under 15 out of the total population Is about 18. 5% In
the EC aga inst 37. 5% In the southern Med. terranean. wi th obv lous
repercussions on the birthrate and the rate of newcomers to the

I abour market.

( 1)

PoPuiatlon and labour force: situation In 1990

and expected Increase
dur Ing the years 1990- :!000 (In millions)

Southern Mediterranean (a)
Increase

Value

Increase

Value

1990

1990
mi J lion %

miillon %

Popu I at ion

tota I
major
ci

ties

(b)

Labour force
tota I
non-agr i cu tura I

49.

20.

30.

11.7

38.

82.
51.1

22.

21.7

27.
42.

245.

340.

40.

1.8

153.
144.

1.5

1.0

(a) -

Yugoslavia, Albania, Malta, Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, lebanon, Israel

(b) -

The capitals ,

Egypt ,

Sudan , LIbya, Tun I s I a, Aiger I a,

Ber I In)

Sources:

Morocco.

with the exception of Germany

and Morocco (Casab I anca) .

(East Berlin + West

- total population: UN forecasts, 1989 (low variant)
- popuiatlon In maJor cities: UN forecasts, 1989
abour force: UN + 1 LO forecasts , 1988.
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30.

The average annual Increase In the labour force In the nonagricultural sectors Is estimated at 460000 for the Community as a
whole and 2 170 000 for the southern shores of the Mediterranean.
Turkey and Egypt alone would need to create 880 000 new jobs each
year for ten years to cope with the additional supply of

31.

labour.

It therefore needs to be stressed, beyond any other consideration,
that the smaller the labour force that the southerh Mediterranean
(and more generally the southern world) can absorb, the stronger

will be the social

tensions, the political pressures and the drive
to push out additional new emigrants, who will be bound to turn to

Europe as

their preferred destination, whether through lawful

mlgrat Ion, back- door entry or clandest

Ine mlgrat Ion.

Furthermore, we must bear In mind that political situations adverse
to emlgrat Ion could be created In the southern Mediterranean , for
example by

the growth

of

Islamic fundamentalism

In

certain

countries; on the other hand , such growth might well, In the short
term, stimulate the departure of those groups of people who neither
long
appreciate nor accept religious fundamentalism and,
term, add to demographic growth.

In the

32.

Demographic pressure from poor countries remains without doubt one
of the major problems of our times and Its consequences extend far
beyond the scope of migration. Ne.lther an Increase In Influx nor
the complete opening of frontiers can be regarded as remedies for
excessive population growth.

The basic overall solution, albeit
expansion, In terms of

long- term, will

both volume

lie In an

and quality, of

and

these

forms of

concerted
countr les
ion wi th
assistance In any programmes they may have to control demographic
growth. The common management of migratory flows In the short to
med lum term may a I so be cons I dered as one of the components of an
overall cooperation policy.

deve lopment cooperat

III.

The Introduction of the Single EuroDean Market: exDectatlons. DrosDects.

oroblems
and most significant effects of the forthcoming entry
Into force of the single market should Include a speeding UP of the
Integration and
processes of economic, social and also
inter-action between peoples and States.

33. The Immediate

political

The changes In rUles and regulations and the new European status,
expressed through the singie market, constitute a formidable pull

factor In psychological

and behavloural terms, leading directly and
Indirectly to substantial Innovations In many fields and under many

aspects.
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At all events, this Integratl. on and Inter-action could provide the

driving forCe

to develop further the mobility of persons, both

occupational and geographical,

which Is already substantial and on
will enhance the social
demographic processes which are already w611 established In
western societies. Ensuring genuine occupational and geographical
mobility could therefore turn out to be one of the Community s major
problems resulting from th$ single market.
the Increase. In every

and

34.

In giving

rise

country: the " Market"

to fresh, Intense awareness of the actual

circumstances and unity of the " new " Europe, the single market fuels
(and th Is has also been heard at some of our meet Ings) exp$ctat Ions
within the European Community for greater equity and Improyed living
and working conditions for people on the margins, both nationals and
Immigrants. The European spirit and Community action Is counted on
to encourage the var lous nat lona I governments to greater and above

all
more effective commitment to reducing the drawbacks and
Inequalities
experienced by

the poor, the marginalized

and

Immigrants. This could also raise the expectations of tM currently
underused European labour force for a more rapid and appropriate
Integrat Ion or re- Integratlon Into the product Ive sphere.

35.

the European Community are also on the
requests for accession to the Community, both

Expectations outside

Increase, both In Eastern Europe and the southern Mediterranean as

evidenced by

Immediately and In the future. The Community Is admired not only
for Its political and economic potential , but also as a community of

peoples with a great tradition and cultural force who heed the
problems of
the world. Third countries look to the
Commun I ty for hope and conf I dence I n more rap I d growth and a less

the rest of
uncer ta I n emergence from backwardness and econom
deve iopment.

36.

I c

under-

In the context of the EC In 1993, over and above any political
of movement for non-

decision that may be taken about freedom

Community nationals (those who have not yet acquired citizenship, of
course), provision must be made
increase In their mobility
related to opportunities In empioyment and In vocational and social
advancement, which may arise In various Member States. In so far as
Interna1 frontiers are aboI ished by the slng1e market , the conduct
or the prObiems (e. g. permeabie front lers) of an Individual Member
State as regards Immigration wlil also become a matter for all the
Member States.

for an
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PART TWO

Integrat Ion Issues and elements of Integrat Ion Dolley
Integrat Ion Issues

Integrat Ion or what else?
37.

In theory

at least, countries can

es and

choose between leaving the

assimilating

Immigrants to themselv.
Integrating or
them.
Western European countries are densely poPulated societies crammed
Into II m I
spaces where foreigners are perceIved not as

tad living

newcomers Who wi II somehow find their niche but as unwelcome
additions who wIll compete for scarce Jobs and housing. On the
hand, Immigrant workers are
Western economies, to
which they make an Important contrl. butlon. If today
Immigrants
were left to fend for themselve~ they would contInue to occupy the
bottom rungs of society permanently and without
chance of

other

leaving them

part of

or

the

even being replaced by subsequent waves of

Immigrants. The larger surrounding society turns host I Ie, develops

rejection and st Igmat Izat Ion meChanisms and resorts to uncivilized
policing, thus reinforcing the vicious circle of exclusion breeding

marginality.

The Immigrants

In contemporary Western Europe are of

ethn I c compos I tlon

than the I r host soc let I es and they

different

are sizeable

In numbers or will become sizeable sooner or later. The Interpiay
of numerical importance and foreign origin - even where the children
Immigrants are naturalized citizens - does not permit European
countries to regard with equanimity a situation which fosters social
tensions, which nurtures festering ethnic conflicts and which saps

of

democrat ic trad

38.

I t Ions and freedoms..

The alternative

to

neglect Is integration. Integration

Inescapable as a polley If we are setting out to defuse the tensions
Inherent In the Immigrat Ion of generaily poor . Inadequately equipped
and ethnically different
Whatever precise meaning may be
attached to this term In a particular context , Its general meaning
Is clear: be one of us sociallY, economically and, at least In a
rudImentary sense, politically.

peopie.

We therefore conceive of Integration like the many pollcy--roakers,
academics and representatives of Immigrants who have weighed up Its
Impllcat Ions and alternatives,
Is to say as a process which
prevents or counteracts the soclai marglnall- zatlon of Immigrants.

that

Understood In this way. Integration leaves aside the somewhat heated
but sterile debate on assimilation versus
Social
Integrat Ion Is necessary even where asslmllat lonlst policies are

multicultural/sm.

pursued. Social Integration

muitlcultural ,

Is also necessary under

Intercu. ltural or ethnic minority perspective.
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39.

social legitimation from Western Europe
solidarity with the poor. It derives Its

Integration derives Its

fUndamental value of

political legitimation from our humanitarian tenet of equality of
treatment. It derives Its economiC Justification from the benefits

societies reap fr.om

members who are fully productive. Migrants are
enterprising people, as are their offspring. The mobilization of
labour force potential would
In certain Cases, enable our
countries to satisfy labour demand without recourse to non-nationals

their

abroad. Incidentally, Integrat Ion

policies effect Ively pursued will
tend to reduce the underground economy.

lest It be unclear , we believe that Integrat Ion policies have to be

comprehensive In the sense that they cannot be confined only to
people who have lived five, ten or more years In our societies.
They have to be a Imed as we
those new entrants - be they

II at

workers. family members or refugees - who are admitted without limit
of time or who, If subject to limited- time permits, can reasonably
be expected to become long- term res I dents.

40.

Integration must not take the same form for al" If only because the
receiving countries are not the same
terms. The aim of

In social

Integration must be to eliminate legal. cultural, language and other

obstacles so as to enable Immigrants to live In the same way as
those people In the host country to which they feel most akin
social terms.

41.

The social situation of Immigrants Is such that they will benefit

from the general Integration policies aimed
society.

at

the most

disadvantaged sections of
These policies would, however,
need to be supplemented by specific measures taking account of the
particular characteristics of Immigrants. For Instance, Improved
housing for IlIIII1lgrantswlll normally be part and parcel of general
rehabilitation measures (Unless special funds are available). By

contrast,

language teaching wlil almost always require special
measures for foreigners. To facll Itate the Immigrants ' children
transition from school to work, It may be necessary In one country

but not In

What Is the

42.

another to design special measures for that target group.

sl tuatlon today?

Both labour Immigrants

and the growing number of sett led refugees
Individual exceptions
notwithstanding. They constitute disadvantaged populations or , more
precisely, poPUlations at risk. They are constantly at the risk of
unemployment, of having to accept the worst housing, of encountering
d Isproport lonate d I ffl cu It les
school and
forma I tra I nlng
In short of being down-and-out and remaining so.

occupy the bottom rungs of our

situations,

at

societies,

In
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From the mid- 1950s to the
Imm i grants found work when I

was recru I ted

to t ha t

end

early 1970s

the first generation of

t entered the I abour market because It
I t had a roof over I ts head and was

prepared to accept conditions It was accustomed to. At the time
when farn II y reun If i cat Ion became wi despread , the first generat Ion
was disproportionately hit by unemployment , which dramatically
affected Its chances on the private housing market. When In the
1970s and early 1980s children joined their parents or were born
Into overcrowded dwellings In dilapidated Inner-city areas or hlgh-

rise f.lats,

not

their education suffered where It was
rendered
perfunctory for linguistic
cultural reasons, especially In the

case of

or

girls. In the last

few

years, the second and third

generat Ions of Immigrants have performed better at school, although
not by any means as we il as the I r Joca I peers. But these youngsters

face enormous problems of transition from school to work

because

there are few jobs wa I t I ng for them , they are not as we II eQu Ipped
as their former schoolmates to pick up apprenticeships and training
opportunities or to convince employers that they are as qualified or

dependable as

national youngsters. They may face direct

discrimination or . recrultment procedures
discriminatory. They therefore have to

that

are, In practice,

make do with what Is
available - the least well paid jobs, the least stable Jobs, Jobs In

traditional . sectors

of Immigrant employment rather than In promising
future-oriented branches or occupations, In other words, Jobs that
perpetuate their bottom rung position In the labour market, In the
housing market and at school. Of course, Individuals can and do
break out of this vicious clrcle, others - especially from among the
refugee populatIon - get ensnared in It. At any rate, the pattern
Is set: the children and grandchildren of Immigrants constitute an
under-class In economic and social terms; and this pattern will not
change
Imaginative and

unless Integration poiicles are more

vigorous.

43.

What dist Ingulshes the chlidren and grandchl Jdren of Europe s former

labour Immigrants

from their parents Is

that they no longer

esce. They know better and they want to do better. If
societies do not open up their opportunities to them, these

acQu I

youngsters will eventually revolt,

first as Individuals, then as

street gangs and finally as ethnic groups.

44.

Whereas the above description of the perpetuation of Immigrant'
bottom rung position relates baslcaily to the EC Member States north
of the Alps, the Mediterranean countries In which the phenomenon of
Immigration Is stili relatively new must be aware that they are at
the beginning of a recurrence of the same pattern and that their
foundations are more shaky because (I) the
first generat Ion of
Immigrants do not have an assured steady job upon arrival , (II) a
larger proportion of them gets absorbed In the underground economy
than north of the Alps, and (III) their systems of apprenticeship
and vocational training or retraining are , In some regions, not yet
UP to the standards of advanced Industrial societies.

Ir
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II.

Elements Of Integration Dollcv

45.

Against that background , the rest of this part of our report sets
I components of any Integrat Ion ~ollcy.
conscious that national conditions and traditions will give
particular shape and content to what Is done In each Member State
and we have not gone Into detail or attempted to evaluate existing
pol !cle$ and practices. We have sought, Instead, to draw out some
fundamental concepts which We believe to be of general applicability
In contemporary Western European societies.

out some of the essent la

are

(a) Control over Immlgrat
46.

Ion

Member States ' external borders have to be controlled effectively
Integration policies are to
National populations
Will more readily accept the sett lement of Immigrants If they have

their
the feeling that the Inflow

succeed.

of non-nationals Is under control.
Fortunately, the Community s Member States are
advanced In
respect of border control. Wb lie not every country has the same
command over Its frontiers as, for example, the UK , all are agreed
that It
necessary component of
Immigration and
Integrat Ion policies. The Convent Ion of 15 June 1990 determining
the State responsible for examining applications for asylum and the
determination of Member States to adopt Conventions on external
borders and visas are exemplifications of their joint determination
and achievements, which we can only endorse but need not elaborate

is a

well

their

upon.
47.

Control over lmm I grat Ion does not mean. however. that It can or
shoUld be brought to an end. Dependent family members of Immigrants
and political refugees w ill
be admitted and some newcomers
wi II
needed by the labour market. Our countr les
open
societies that cannot afford - either economically or politically
and perhaps not even demographically - to withdraw Into themselves.
Nor can Western Europe po II ce I ts borders or check Its workp I aces
like a police state: any attempt to do so would sooner or later
affect the freedom and liberties of Its citizens.

st III

be

Nevertheless, an effective

border control (and

are

a

good labour

Inspectorate) should substantially reduce the Inflow Of new Illegal
Immigrants, thereby reducing the human and poiltical costs that flow

from the expulsion of Immigrants found wi thout documents or the
requisite residence or work permits.

The fact that In some Member States sizeable numbers of Immigrants
employment In the underground
economy Is not conducive to their Integration In society nor to the
Integrat Ion of
Immigrants who are In a regular sltuat Ion but
tarred with the same brush. Means of reducing their number should
form part of an Integration policy.

survive precariously by Irregular

the
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(b)
48.

SecurIty of stay

Integrat Ion concerns both sides,

the host society and the

'l1lgrants, whether they be workers, family

Irrn

members or refugees.

the Immigrants do not want to Integrate, policies aimed at them will

fall. The desire to

Integrate depends

Immigrants feel secure
Immigrants who fear

In respect

of

crucially on whether

their residence status.

that they can be removed from their host
best, be
Integration efforts. living In uncertainty Is not conducive to
Investing years of language or vocational training, one s savings,
emotions or loyalties In the host society or to looking for a
society

s territory on social or economic grounds or because of some
hesitant or half- hearted In their
mlsdemeanour will, at

marr lage partner there.

The durat Ion of the changeover per lod from temporary to permanent
residence status has In Western Europe tended to shorten rather than
to lengthen, which Is a movement In the right directIon.

49.

Is a necessary element
policy. European countries do not . accord such status

Permanent residence status

of

Integration

upon entry and
It Is not necessary that they do . so. Nor is such a status , or the
expectation of security of stay, appropriate for seasonal workers or

workers forming

part of 'abour-supplying firms or

who move, as

project-tied workers, with managers of their enterprises to Insta.

equipment or build a

factory other than their own. But (I) where

workers are admitted for more than transitory employment, (II) where
family members are permitted to accompany or join them , (III) where
Immigrants and (Iv) where the status of
III ega i i Y present persons Is regu I ar I zed , . there must be a reasonab Ie
expectat Ion that they can stay for good after some Quail fy Ing per lod
they Can stay In the event of the breadwinner s death
divorce or legal separation from spouse and . chlldren.

children are born to such

or that
50.

The desirable change from temporary to Permanent residence status
must mean exactly what It Says, and It must signal the acceptance of
the foreigner as a member of the society with unrestricted social
and economic rights, Including for eXampie the right of access to
non-sensitive jobs In the public sector and the right of enjoyment
benefits on terms of effective equality of
treatment. Those we met drew our attention to continuing Irritants
In some Member States ' laws and practices where separate permits are
required for residence and economic activIty. Th. ls Incurs overlap

of social security

of bureaucratic
procedures and Insecurity for the Immigrant.
II st I
runs counter to
I s cost I
Over I ap

the goal of

51.

y and unnecessary, wh

nsecur I ty

Integration.

However, a number of Member States

have taken steps

to gIVe

Immigrants a good degree of security of stay by granting them a
long- term residence permit. The changeover perIod from temporary to
the
permanent residence status should be r.

ather briefer than

qualifying period requIred for naturalizatIon and the two should not
Iternatlves. To accord security of stay Is to signal
to the Immlg. lIt that , for all practical purposes, he can make his
home where he Is; to grant nationality Is to accept him as a fullyfledged member of society with unrestricted political rights.

appear to be

~~) .
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Children or grandchildren of Immigrants who do not

adopt the

nationality of the country In which they live should be able to
enjoy security of status In their own right when they are above

compulsory school age.

established Immigrants

By the same

token,

foreign wives of

or nationals should enjoy permanent residence
rights after only the shortest possible probationary period.

53.

Every State has .a right to
r Ight, and fears -

of that

exercised, can create

expel a non-citizen. But the exlst~mce
often exaggerated fears - on how It Is

a sense of

Insecurity, even where appeals

procedures exist (which are not thought to be effective everywhere).

It assists Integration If

that Immigrants who are
It Isforknown
a

lawfully resident and have lived

long time I na Member Sta te
will not be expelled except for very serious offences.

(c) Employment ,
54.

business, work

Is an essential

Ingredient of
We have established that employment
Integration In all the Member states. High unemployment amongst

Immigrants goes hand In hand with Integration problems; and this Is,
unfortunately, not an aspect which affects only some areas and some
Immigrant communities. In a number of countries It has been noted
downward trend In unemployment over the past few years has
not applIed to foreIgn nationals or has been far less In evidence as
far as they are concerned.

that the

Promotion opportunities at work .can
Integration , since they provide the
recognitiOn and additional

resou!'"ces

contribute massively towards
Immigrant with an objectIve,

(particularly In terms of money

and skills). However, In terms of equality of education and

preparat Ion for jobs, we

often see form of undeclared
has also become clear to us that such

discr Iminat Ion In a promot Ion policy which works to the disadvantage

of Immigrants. It

opportunities have diminished in direct proportion to the Increasing
level of modernization which Is often accompanied by technologlcai
progress, the growth of sk Illed jobs and the - somet Imes excessive reaction of looking for fresh abilities outside the business, with
an accompanying parallel reduction In the flow of entrants who,

the past, had " naturaliy replaced the promoted Immigrants.
Nowadays, Immigrants are concentrated in service jobs (cleaning,
hotels etc. where there are few opportunities for vocational
development and a high level of job Insecurity.

It must not be forgotten , In this connection , that the easier it Is
for employers to take On legal or ciandestlne immigrant labour , the
more likely It is that conditions of work and pay wiil continue to

be less

than

Integrat Ion.

satisfactory, thus perpetuating these obstacles to
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55.

At all events, employment in the Member States Is largelY 1n the
pr I vate sector , and the author I ties have 11m I ted powers of direct

Intervention In this area. Such

Intervention may take the form - as
In some Member States - of anti- discriminatory legislation relating
both to work (Including selection for promotion) and to recruitment.

The Group has nevertheless noted that such legislation does not
automatically prevent discriminatory behaviour and that, In this

field too, Integrat

chang I ng at

56.

Ion Is dependent on heightening awareness and

tl tudes.

the authorities

In encouraging vocational training
appears to be more fUndamental. Such act Ion has been essent lal
the Member States In the context of the great change In job cohtent
Member States, Immigrants enjoy
which occurred In the
the same access as nationals both to training and to allowances
In reality, however, they often
payable In the event of job
suffer from the handicap of having received less Initial training

The role of

1980s. In all

loss.

than nationals, and also from the difficulties stemming from
Inadequate knowledge

of

the language. Moreover

they are

concentrated In sectors and jobs where the level of vocational
Is traditionally low. Other than the learning of the

training

na t I ona I

language, t here

do not appear

to

be many spec I f I c

vocational training programmes for Immigrants In the Member States.
Large numbers of Immigrants participate In schemes designed to
Qualified or
employment for
marginal" sections of the population.

the very poorly

retrain and find

57.

The state Is also an employer and the Group noted the

differing

situations In terms of access to public employment for third-country

nationals. The restrictions are undoubtedly

discriminatory

nature, aithough their Importance has to be judged In terms of the
significance of the public . sector In the economy as a whole.

of

work has
More genera II y, I t is true to say that the wor i d
traditlonaliy been a source of Integration, but there may be reason
to believe that this role Is now diminishing, If only because the
workplace no ionger plays such a central part In people s lives.
58.

This report stresses problems facing Immigrants intending to remain
However,
in Member States either for long periods or
some attent.lon has to be devoted to the employment housing,
Integration , health and social security problems facing ImmIgrants
with short- term fixed contracts, seasonal workers and self-employed
Itinerant traders. After al" these problems concern not only the

Indefinitely.

persons themselves,

integrat ion sl tuat Ion

but have a

general negative Impact on the

for all Immigrants.

y.
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Cd)

59.

Education

After an uncertain

start In the 1960s , the education of

workers ' chIldren was given relatIvely high priority both

migrant
In the

COmmunity s activities and In a majority of Member States during the
1970s $nd early 19805 (1)
But many of these InitIatIves were never
meant to be anything other than temporary measures, designed to meet

needs whIch were themselves seen as temporary. In

the

last

two

years or so, however . a cont Inuously growing number of Member States
seem to have realized that the challenges related to the presence of
Immigrant children In the schools of the European Community are far
from being solved. Fresh approaches are beIng sought, and new funds

are being channelled Into thIs area. It Is Increasingly realized
continuing underachIevement of large sections of the
Immigrant groups has potentially disruptive
consequences.

that the

social

Also, the reallzat Ion Is growing that more effect Ive strategies are
required to tap fully the Intellectual potential of the Immigrant
communIties, so as to meet the future demands of the labour market.

60.

ClearlY, the

single most Important Issue

Is

that of continuing

underachievement and failure at school. Although the picture varies
a great deal - both between Member States and
Immigrant
communItIes - there can be no doubt that the overall aim of equality

different

comprehensive way: In

of opportunity has not been achieved In a

Member states with a selective education system , these students tend
to be overrepresented In selective schools and colleges. wher.eas In

other Member States, they would be oriented towards the lower
streams. They tend to finish their education earlier, to obtain
lower Qualifications In final examinations and to drop out from
educat Ion more frequent I
Everywhere, they are overrepresented
special educatl. on. This Latter specific situation seems to be
related to delayed family reunification or to lack of continuity of
attendance (movements between schools of the country of or Igin and
the country of immigrat Ion).

61.

Full mastery of the language of the host country cont Inues to be the

most Important

prerequisite for academic achievement In the
the host country, and hence for Integrat Ion.

educat Ion system of

What has changed over time Is the type of provision which Is seen as

the most promising route to

success. In

early
separate provision to

the sixties and

sevent les, the emphasis tended to be put on

meet the specific needs of children who had little or no knowledge

of the language of the host country, and often such special
provision was extended to
such an approach are that:

iast several years. The

disadvantages Of

(1) This was reflected In the adoption of Directive 77 ~86/EEC (OJ l
199/32 of 6.
1977), the se iect ion of th i s area a . 00e of the
priority themes under the action programme of 9. 2. J76 (OJ C 38 of
19. 1976) and last but not least the fact that some Member States
InvestedconslderabJe sums in national Initiatives to help schools
and teachers to cater for the most press I ng needs of ch II dren from
migrant backgrounds.
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separate provision tends to exclude Immigrant children from
entire strands of the learning experience of their peers, both In
strictly academic and wider social terms, and hence to obstruct
their Integration;

the more subt Ie

language learning needs of Immigrant children (a
must" for a better position In working life) extend well beyond
what can be achieved during a limited period of special provlsloh
In the early years of their education.

Also, the growing spread of Immigrant ch Iidren across our schools
spec I a I prov I s Ion even more d I ff I cu It,
whereas on the other hand It does lead schools to see the existence
of spec i a I I anguage learn Ing needs as sO!I1ewhat less unusua I, wh I ch
should consequently be taken on board by the mainstream system.
This has led to a growing tendency to seek the earliest possible

makes the sett I ng up of

Integration of children Into the mainstream , while at the same time
catering for their special language learning needs by offering extra

language support , either In the mainstream class or

during extra

per lods of suppor t teach I ng.

62.

For some countries, the teaching and learning of the mother tongue
'the country of or Igln of Immigrant children was
originally aimed also at facilitating their possible reintegration
Into the education system of the country of origin. TIme has shown
that return migration does not take place to the extent which was
expected , and consequently there has been a change In emphasis
the alms of such mother tongue teaching.

and culture of

Firstly, there

Is a rapidly

growing body of scientific evidence

suggest Ing that adequate development of the

Immigrant pupl Is '

language contributes posltlveiy and strongly to
persona i se

i f-conf I dence, soc
I anguage of the

command of the

I a I

home

their acquiring

assuredness and even a

bet ter

host country.

Secondly, the iearnlng In school of the pupils ' home language Is
Individual
increasingly seen as valuable in Itself,

cogn: t i ve development

certain sectors

for their
for the Ir ab III ty to find amp loyment In

language
of the labour market where such " rare
skills are much sought after, and for their ability to maintain
links within their respective Immigrant communities. The
need to
deveiopment of such teaching also corresponds to

social

diversify the teaching of modern

languages.

the

there I s a grow I ng number of Member States who are
seeking ways to encourage this teaching, to Include It In the range
of modern I anguages on offer and to make such teach I ng ava I I ab I e
the children of nationals of the host country. Some Member States
have achieved considerable progress In this field. This has also
paved the way for a number of Interesting experIments aimed at
making progress towards bilingual education.
Consequent I y.
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63.

The need to broaden the hor I zonof teach Ing In dl sc i p I I nes such as
history and geography. so as to make them more relevant to the
experience and motivation of pupils from Immigrant backgrounds, has
started attempts to develop a new teaching approach under the label
of Intercultural education. Most significantly, It alms at enabling
problems from a var lety
pupils to examine

Issues and

potential Iy conflicting perspectives, Including those of their
peers from other cultural backgrounds. Inasmuch as such approaches
to teaching foster mutual understanding and tolerance, they
contr Ibute to pup I Is developing a better understanding and deeper
respect for fundamental human rights, and to preventing the
emergence of racist prejudice and attitudes. Although stili
exPerimental , the

Intercultural approach Is emerging as the single

most coherent and comprehensive strategy for the educational
Integrat Ion of Immigrants, wh lie at the same time prov Idlng a
conceptual and pollcy-maklng framework for the growing number of
educat lona I exchanges In the Commun I ty, This Involves cont Inuous
consul tatlon In a part Iclpatory approach of both nat lonal and
foreign poPulations, by having parents from various communities
discuss what education

their

language.

64.

children should have and In

which

In

The need for facilities for

education , and
particular for
learning the language of the host country, Is not confined to those
of school age. The policy of family reunification means that many
Immigrants will continue to enter Member States as adolescents or
adults; they Include those coming for marriage to Immigrants already
In the Community. Such Immigrants will not readily take
advantage of
conventional forms of " adult education
Some
Member States have encouraged the use of voluntary workers to teach

settled

the language

the

of the host country to small groups of Immigrants.

Without practical help of this kind many Immigrant .women who do not
go out to work will have little contact with people outside their
own famll les
communities. This hampers not only their own

and
Integration but also that

of their

children who may have no
knowledge of the language of the host country when they first enter
schoo I .

65.

The development of comprehensive strategies for the Integration of
Immigrants places new demands also on the training of teachers. Some

Member States are now concentrating on ensuring that all newly
teachers are prepared for serv I ce I n schoo I s with
Qua II

fled

Immigrant pupils.

Simultaneously, the numbers of

third and

second- generation

Immigrants In the teaching profession are growing, and some Member
States have adopted policies to actively attract young people from

ethnic minorities or from Immigrant backgrounds to the teaching
force. It Is reasonable to expect that such teachers may offer
convincing examples of academic success to their pupils, while at
same time displaying a degree of empathy which Indigenous

the

teachers may find

It more .dlfficult

also make special efforts to
teachers from this group.

to develop. Some Member Stat

recruit and train mother tong;
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66.

In conclusion , we stress that , from an educational point
view
Of
the distinction between third-country and Community nationals 1$ not
relevant. The Irrelevance
the distinction Is best demonstrated
of
by the fact that such special needs and potentials as may exist
most notably In the area
of
language education , would not disappear
if

Children (or their parents) acquired the nationality

of

the host

of

the host

country. At the same time, It would be unadvisable Indeed to
exclude children from third-country backgrounds from having access
to specific educational provision for children from community
backgrounds, such as for the acquisition

country. Flnaily, It

of

the language

Is obvious that the very concept

does not allow for the

prov Islon (1)

Integration

of

different

of

setting up

kinds

Cultural pluralism Is now Increasingly seen as a permanent
of
the modernlzat.lon
of
our societies, and broadly based
responses need to be Implemented which are capable
of:

fully tappIng

the

Intellectuai

the

potent la I

aspect
policy

Immigrant

ties;
prepar I ng a II students to take
the potenti a
such pluralism and to contribute to the development
society Without denying their linguistIc and cultural
commun I

advantage

benefits

of

of

of

heritage;

preventing the
processes

of

social crises

of

which are part

deve lop I ng soc I a. 11

from

modern I zat Ion

the present
y

disrupt I

consequences;
of

strengthening the social basis
spread

67.

of

democracy and preventing the

xenophobia and racism.

social

Integration
We are convinced that the key to enabling the
Immigrants (as Indeed
of
all disadvantaged persons) .to take place

is for Member States to make an adequate response to the

educational challenge, and th. at

educational

Integration

of

educa tI on for a II

the most promising .strategy for the

Immigrants continues to be Improved

n the

I ty, and gear I ng

ch il dren I
European Commun
It to the social and cuitural changes we are witnessing.

view Is also refiectad In the dec.iaration added to

of

(1) This point
the minutes

of

the Councli meeting

of

25.

1977, when the Council

adopted Directive 77/486/EEC on the education

of

the children

migrant workers. In this declaration , the Council reaffirmed Its
political will to ensure that the measures to be taken by all
Member States In compliance with this Directive would equally meet
the needs

of

children

of

natlonais

of

ch il dren from th i rd country backgrounds and
covered by thIs Direct" llIa.

other Member States,
of

other ch

II dren not
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(e) Housing
68.

Housing conditions are a

reflection not only of the general

situation obtaining In the geographical region where foreigners are
located but also of complex social mechanisms Which, In some places

(lJartlcularly In urban areas), gIve rlS$ to a weakening of the
social fabric and lead to the exclusion of those who are deficient
In varIous respects (lack of general education or vocational

training,

low Income or unemployment , difficultIes In cohabiting
with other ethnic or cultural groups, socIal tensions, Instability
and other negative factors). Considerably more than half of the
foreign nat ionals are concentrated In urban conglomerations. Towns
and c I ties thus bear the brunt of the I ntegrat Ion process or, to J)ut
It another way. are faced with growing anarchy In socIal terms and
social decline culminating In racist and xenophobIc excesses.
In this context, areas of towns and cities are subject to processes

of change and segregatIon whiCh are partiy outside the control of

public pollcle.s,

69,

whether of central or local government.

The question of housing therefore assumes key significance In the
Integration process, since It Is InextrIcably bound up with family

reunification , resIdence, school , work , mobility, leisure, relations
with nelghbours and harmony of the urban fabric.
The concentrat Ion of Immigrants which we have found In some towns
and cities Is due not only to the housing market and Inadequate
Immediate reception
Integration
In partIcular
high standard - but aiso to lInks of solidarIty

structures

facilities of a
within each group of foreigners and differences In family
structures. But rather than being the cause of the dilapidation of
some districts where the Immigrant population has found
accommodat Ion, migrants are more Ilkeiy to
brings general shortcomings to light.

70.

be the catalyst

which

Opinions vary as to Integration POlicy with regard to housing, both
amongst declslon-makers and amongst representat Ives of Immigrants
organ Izat ions whom

we have met.

There are two conflicting arguments to be considered: on the one
hand, the desire for a voluntary POi!cy of Integrating foreigners
more widely throughout society - or, at any rate, provIding young

of the

th the

to

peop Ie
oP!Jortun I ty
leave
second generat Ion wi
dlstr icts populated malniy by Immigrants - and, on the other , the
acceptance of the existence of concentrations, which are In fact In
some cases preferred by the Immigrants themseives who find It easier
live together In this way (centres of worship, specialIst shops,
places of safety and advice, continued use of the mother tongue).

to
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Although there are as yet no signs of an unequivocal resolution of

these two arguments. one th 1 ng I s beyond dispute: the d II ap I dat Ion
distrIcts InhabIted by Immigrants and dIsadvantaged

of urban

host country, the concentration of the foreign
buildings In pract Ice reserved for them and the
permanent nature of shanty-town OCcuPancy are an obstac Ie
IntegratIon. encouraging Instability and segregatIon. Both overt
and Indirect policies conducted recently by Member States lend
natIonals of the
populat Ion In

credence to this.

71.

Housing Is one of the elements which has recently come to the fore
In the Integrat Ion mechanisms of most States.

However, the Implementation of these policies raises problems of
financial nature and In terms of prioritIes.

The actions of

the

national authorities differ according to the
significance of three factors: whether the arrival of Immigrants
long-standing tradition or a recent phenomenon, the potential of

the pr Ivate or subsidized housing stock and the degree of
responsibility of

regional and/or local authorities In

the

management of public housing and In the planning of the housing

, the at

eny Ironment. Moreover
t I tude of the loca I author I ty towards
housing may affect the Immigrant' s security of stay and his access
to such hous I ng .

72.

All the Member

financial Inducements

to Improve the
rules wh I ch are almost always nondiscriminatory In terms of access to ownership or rental of housing

States offer

housing environment and have

In the private and subsidized sectors.. Since the situation
practice Is somewhat different , the principle of non- discrImination

In terms of renting, ownership . and financial support should be given
particular prominence not only In the drafting of housing policies,
but also In action and Information programmes, and In the adaptation
laws governing the bodies responsible for subsidized housing and
the allocation of such
Interest of maintaining a
reasonabie social balance.

of
73.

housing, In the

points on which the Member States
policies are based are generally consistent with the objective of

We have found that the main

Improving the housIng environment:

taking account

of

the Immigrant

poPUlation In renovat Ion and
for the most disadvantaged dlstr Icts
towns and cities: architects and local authorities have a huge
responsibility In this respect and need to take a bold line,

Integrat Ion programmes

bear Ing In mind that such a policy may work to their disadvantage

at election time (pressure of poorly Informed public opinion and
fear of competition from the foreigner);
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pract Ices In the pubilc and pr Ivate
financial Inducements and sustained Information
Immigrant populat Ion to
campaigns directed at
their access to loans, subsidies and rented housing; experience
has shown that those who are at the greatest disadvantage need

responding to dlscr Imlnatory

sectors by laws,

the

facilitate

help most In this respect,

particularly

from mutual aid

assoc I at Ions;

setting UP national and community Initiatives (technical and
financial support for Innovative actions) directed at crisis
districts, with the partlclpat. lon of target groups, with the aim

environment without
of renovating or restoring the housing
Ion of low-cost housing for
eject Ing the weakest groups; construct

should be based
all, access to which
Ind.

on

need without

discrimination of anyk

(f)

Civic and political rights - ACquisition of citizenship

74.

This section of our report considers ways In which Immigrants may
he I p shape the deve lopment of the soc I et I es In wh I ch they II ve, and

thus become more Integrated wi th In

75.

them.

All Member States recognize the right of Immlgr. ants to form their
own associations; they are many and varied, often with a religious
background. They help newcomers feel more secure, provide practical

the point of view of eventual Integration, are
Important In enabling newcomers to learn from those who arrived

help and, from

before them what one of those we met called " the rules of the game
In an unfamiliar country. Knowledge of those rules helps newcomers
For their part, offlcla.ls of
In their dealings with
local government In many Member States have recognized
that they need to take troub Ie to see that they are meet ing the

central and

officialdom.

legitimate needs of Immigrants. To give

an obvious example,

leaflets about the health services from which Immigrants Can benefit
must be available In their own language.

76.

More generally, our work has
Inescapable need, In

brought out

that there Is

the Integrat Ion process, for

some

an

form of

participation In the management of everyday affairs, to ensure that
foreign residents can play an Increasingly active role In locai life
and local decision--making. The opportunity to voice opinions and to
receive advice Is a prerequisite of successful Integration. Those
to whom such means are available are less likely to remain on the
margins of society.

77.

The central or local government authorities In most of the Member
states have set up facilities for dialogue. These may be In the
form of ad hoc administrative structures, advisory bodies on which
Immigrants are represented and even representation In the State
consu I tat I ve comm I ttees.

g.
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Consu I tat Ion at loca I government level was judged by some of those
we spoke to as being of substantial practical Importance where It
dealt with
elements In everyday life (e.
housing,

essential
schools, transport, cultural and sporting
Discretionary

facilities, etcL
consultations or contact which Is limited to

discussion about carnivals and similar events have generally been a
source of frustration and disinterest on the part of the Immigrant
populat Ion and do noth Ing to further the cause of Integrat Ion.

78.

In a

plural and democratic society, power
Influence do not
and
belong only to agencies of Government, but are exercised In many
other waYs. We are encouraged by evidence .of the exteht to .whlch
Immigrants and members of ethnic minorities are taking part In the
work of trade unions, works councils, chambers of commerce and other
bodies and are thus making their contribution alongside that of
members of the majority populations to the communities In which they
live and work.

79.

Political authority Is nevertheless central. Immigrants and their
children who have the citizenship of the country In which they are
living (whether acquired at birth or by haturallzatlon) have, by
definition , the right to vote and to stand for election. Some have

national Parliaments, and others of locai
councils. Such people serve two Important purposes. They can
become members of
represent the

views and needs of

e iect Ion demonstrates

their own communities. Their
that members of
minor I ties and
opportunities available to the

immigrant groups can seize

the

ethnic

citizens of democratic countries. It has been suggested that third
country nat lonals legally resident In Member States should have the
right to vote In elections for local authorities. This possibility
Is seen as a supplement to, and In no way a substitute for , the
deve lopment of other ways, such as we have ment loned above, In wh I ch

Immigrants can bring their wishes and particular problems to the

not! ce of those whose dec I slons affect the I r everyday lives.
80.

In those everyday lives what matters Is not the citizenship of an
Immigrant but In generai terms, as we emphasized above, his security

of stay. Social security and other benefits do not depend on the
acquisition of citizenship. leaving
symbolic and
psychological Importance of
which we
not

aside the

citizenship

do

underestimate - the acquisition of citizenship brings two practical
benefits. First , the citizen Is free to return to his country after
however lengthy an absence abroad. Second, the person who becomes a
citizen of one Member state, whether by birth , by marriage or by
naturalization, thereby acquires all
Community
citizen under the Treaty of Rome, Including the
look for
and take work anywhere In the Community.

the .rIghts of a
right to

- 2981.

The laws governing naturalization and citizenship vary greatly,
reflecting different historical and philosophical concepts of
citizenship: In Member States whose laws are based oh jus soil
rather than jus sanguinis, citizenship Is acquired at birth

I rrespect I ve of the parents ' c I t I zensh I p. We have asked ourse I Yes,
and asked those we met, two Questions. Do more restrictive pOlicies
towards the acquisition of citizenship hinder Integration of third

country nationals, and does

assist Integration?

the acceptance of

dual nationality

We were not surprised that these questions did
not receive clear answers.

the one hand. that to offer
It was
In particular
naturalization after a relatively short period of lawful residence
was to assist what was In practice a gradual process of Integration,

argued, on

and, on the

other,

culmination, and In

that naturalization should be seen as the

one sense as the reward , of the process of

Integration. We ourselves do not wish to come down on one side or

the other of that argument. We are, however,

context, as In

conscious, In this

others, of the crucial position Of the children of
Immigrants who have been bornand/or educated wi th In a M~mber State
and whose home Is within Europe. We bel leve that It cannot be
the national Interest of a country for Cin Important part of Its
population to remain Indefinitely, from generation to generation

with the legal

status of aliens and not citizens.

82.

We beileve that too restrictive a poi ICY on naturalization Is not In
Interests Of Member States therr.selves. We hope that In those
Member States In which the children of immigrants do not acquire
citizenship of the host country at birth, or have the right to do so
at a given age, means wi! i be considered to enable them to do so
through naturalization on terms that are likely to be acceptable.

83.

ThiS raises the Question of dual nationality to which the policies
countries from which
not only of Member States but of

the

Immigrants come are

the third
relevant. This Is a compiex area of

International law and we make no c. ialrn to have made a careful study
Is, however , one on which we judge that opinions may be
changing, and may now be different from those that led some Member
States to support the terms of the Counc II of Europe Convent Ion on
the 5ubJect. We hope that It wIll be helpfui to make some comments
from the point of vIew of our .concern with the Integration of

of It.

It

immigrants.
84.

Clearly, the refusal to allow dual nationality can be an obstacle to
country In wh. lch an
citizenship of
acquisition of
Immigrant Is living. It seems likely that a greater number of longImmigrants, and In particular their children, would wish to
acquire the nationality of their country of residence If they were
permitted to retain their former nationality, thus satisfying their
desire for dual Identity as shown by their continued adherence to
Interim solution
wh ~h may avoid some of the disadvantages of dual nationality, might
In the setting up of a system of " dormant" nationality which

the

the

the

term

their original cultural heritage. A possible

II

those living In the country of their choice:
only one nationality would be effective at a given time, but the
second wouid automatically come Into effect under speCific
wOuld apply only to

circumstances (e. g.

If the person returned to the other country).
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The role of the law

85.

Adherence to the rule of law Is one of the fundamental values of
European States. In all Member
Immigrants and members of
ethn Ic minor I
have the protect Ion of
law and of the

ties

States

different means

the

legal

available under different
systems for
upholding human rights. Immigrants have been able to take their
cases to the European Court of Human Rights.

There Is another side to the same coin. The law reflects some of

the fundamental values of contemporary Europe. Immigrants

who have

the protection of the law must themselves recognize Its supremacy
and the concepts of eQua II ty before the law . equa II ty between the
sexes, tolerance and an acceptance of pluralism wlthlh the country
In which they are

86.

living.

There are some extreme Instances of racism and xenophobia which
Involve the t)erpetratlon of criminal acts which can be punished

through the criminal courts. We have not examined the way In which
Member States are meeting their obligations under the Declaratloh
against Racism and Xenophobia, Important though that
the

Is to

Integrat Ion of

87.

Immigrants. Is there a further role for the

law?

One common thread running through earlier sections of our report Is
the need to make opportunities available to Immigrants and their
children - opportunities, for example, In education or access to

housing - and to remove the obstacles to their taking such
opportunities. Discrimination Is a major obstacle. Systematic
studies carried out In a number of Member States (Including a recent
study by the International Labour Office) have shown that
dlscr Iminat ion against migrant workers Is pervasive and widespread.
There Is evidence also of discrimination by some public officials,
by estate agents and by many others.

88.

As part ,

but oniy part, of the means of tackling discrimination,
which may be Indirect and Informal , some Member States have not only
made discrimination IIiegal, but have provided legal machinery by
which Individuals can pursue complaints, and also by which formal
Investigations can be carried out which may lead to action against
the organlsatlons shown to have discriminated on grounds of race or
national origin. It was strongly put to us that such machinery
should be extended. On the other hand , some Member States see
In principle and practice to
proposals. While
recognlslng that systems developed In one Member State cannot just
be transplanted to another with a very different legal tradition, we
hope that Member States will consider more systemat Ic ways of using
law to combat dlscrlmlnat Ion as part of a wider exchange of
Information about their experience with the Integration of members

objections

such

the

of ethnic minor

I ties.
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(h)

Public statements and public opinion

89.

We have already emphasized that the Integration of Immigrants Is
hampered by what happens to them In areas such as work. school and
housing, which are matters for the pollcY-$akers. The picture would
be Incomplete If one did not take Into account what Is said by the
wi th regard to Immigrants and the
var ious Interested part
att I tudes of the populat Ion towards them , wh Ichare often based less
reactions. We have been
on objective
left In no doubt, from our visits to the various countries. that

les

factors than on Irrational

such considerations InvariablY

help to fashion the

Integration

mechanisms employed by the authorities and may, In some cases, play

a decisive role.

90.

The political sphere
There can be no denylhg that the question of Immigration has become
a political hot potato In several Member States, although there are,
In this context, considerable differences between them.
The tr. adltlonal countries of large-scale Immigration (and even the
new Immigration countries) have witnessed the emergence of political

options which have turned the focus firmly on Immigration.
Political trends based on past Ideology have found fresh acceptance
In the rejection, practically wholesale, of Immigration. The
prospect of deriving electoral gain from these trends leads to
Immigration assuming great, even Inordinate, Importance In the
general political debate. Having become a major factor
politicians ' calculations, the question of Immigrants may well be
subject to political logic rather than the technical logic of
Identifying and solving problems;

regarded as an additional obstacle to

91.

this

may, without doubt,

be

Integration.

The media

The political significance of Immigration combined with a tendency
on the part of the media to highlight particular situations means
that the media are tending to pay Increasing attention to the
Quest Ion of Immlgrat Ion and neg lect Ing the contr Ibut Ion made by
Immigrants to the European economies.
to some ex tent been aggr ava ted, I n human I tar I an
terms, by publicizing cases of deportation or expulsion, which does

The s I tua tI on h. as

not. help to enlighten the public on what Is already a difficult
subject. Simplifying matters, or concentrating on a particular case
for which a solution may easily be found but which cannot be
generallzed,

may tend to distort the problem. This Is

true of countr

ies wi th a recent history

A further tendency

of Immigrat

especially

Ion.

Is to

lump together
In this particular field
Immigration and racism. The media tend more and more to associate
demonstrat Ions of racism wi th the presence of Immigrants. even where
they affect nationals of long standing, as Is the case with antisemitism and anti-black feelings. News Items are sometimes given a
racist tinge rather than being reported In purely social terms.
an Intruder kills a pens:~oner , this becomes a racist crime If the
Intruder Is an Immigrant
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92.

The voice of the Immigrants
Immigrants are rarely given the opportunity to express their views.
Their principal concern Is to be able to forge a life for themselves
In the host country and, rather than seek assistance, they prefer to
be left In peace. The desire to obtain a position In society,
other words to Integrate, goes hand In hand with the wish for their

difference to be respected. Pronouncements may become more str I dent

where awareness of the difference becomes overwhelming, as Is the
case with certain Islamic fundamental Ists, for example.

93.

I ties

Att Itudes of the author

The physical appearance of Immigrants and their lack of knowledge
about the customs of the country make them particularly visible;
this, combined with the prejudices of certain members of the clv.
authorities and the police force, may create the kind Of climate of

mistrust and even mutual hostility which Is often cited by
representatives of Immigrants
associations or non- governmental
Immigrant aid bodies. Measures based on the strictest equality
between Immigrants . and

nationals may. In pract'lce, have only limited

chances of success because of behaviour of this type. The situation
becomes even more serious when nationals of foreign origin, or the

also

subjected to dlscr Imlnatory
offspr Ing of Immigrants, are
treatment. Some of the people we spoke to thought that, If public
servants were $peclally trained to deal with Immigrants, and If
off I c I al s were to show greater $ens I t I v I ty with regard to mat ters

concerning Immigrants,

a lot of the problems could be avoided and

the amount of social tension reduced.

94.

Attitudes to

Immigrant workers

Generally speaking, there
sensitive " jobs), although

Is no legal discrimination

(except In

some of the people with whom We talked
cited numerous cases of discrimination In practice, both In terms
Instances as
Rather than view
recruitment and
evidence of racism or xenophobia, they have to be seen In terms of
the widespread perception of Immigrants as casual workers, even
where they are, In fact, permanent residents.

such

dismissal.

Solidarity between

workers, one of

workers ' movement which
the face of certain

the major

features of the

all trade unions rely on , becomes fragile In

differences. Fear of unfair competition,

fuelied by certain business practices, finds expression particularly
In attitudes towards new arrivals rather than towards Immigrants who
have been there a long time.

95.

Collective attitudes
XenophObia, and possibly racism , appear to surface nowadays
specific events, the more serious of which become public knowledge,
as well as In a collective feelihg of mistrust towards foreigners.
This mistrust feeds on alarmist pronouncements about the danger of
an " Invasion , which become all the more credible when coupled with

eQualiy alarmist pronouncements on
Eur"

the demographic weakness of

pe. These are well-worn cliches whose roots are more likely to

"und In subconscious fears than In objective realities. They
Important elements of the
mal. nevertheless, affect some

specific,

Integrat Ion of Immigrants, such as access to housing or schooling.
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In

Immigrants of
The persistence of certain distinctive features
successive generations, skin colour or. cultural characteristics,
despite their being socially Integrated, may exacerbate tensions
this context, even In countries with a we" -organlzed entry control
system. Percept Ion of the fore I gner, the " other person" I s not
necessarily linked to nationality, but may have more to do with

cultural and religious factors and their conspicuousness, as
Illustrated by the opiniOn poll on racism and xenophobia carried out

by the Commission In collaborat Ion with the EUropean Par I lament
the end of 1988. Dlst Inct Ions are also made between Immigrants In
terms of how long they have been In the country and In terms of
their soclo-cultural proximity. This tends to lend weight to the
Is a problem with the presumed Inability of some
foreigners to Integrate, In contrast to the successful Integrat Ion
Is thus seen to lie with the Immigrant who
of others. The
finds I t hard to Integrate and may consequent Iy be regarded as
undes I rable.

belief that there

fault

( I)

Islam

96.

One third of

all Immigrants In Western Europe are muslims, two

thirds In the case of non- EC nationals. Different strands of the
'slamic region are Involved (shiite, sunnl , allewlte, etc. ) and
different nationalities (In the main Algerians, Bangladeshis,

Moroccans, Pakistanis, Tunisians, TurkS and Yugoslavs). Some of
these strands are more " traditional" - as we would put It - than

others.

In principle, all that we have said In our report about the
Integration of Immigrants applies to these large muslim communities
as to others. Integration respects the other s culture In terms of
the
religion and of language, while enabling him to partake In

social, economic and Institutional structures of the host society.

97.

central and local
It follows from what was said above thatt Ion
of the

government needs to promote the

mus II m
par tic I pa
communities In the political process and in the declsJon-maklng that
affects them.

This Is not a straightforward task, partly becaUse the position of
the religious or political leader within the Islamic tradition Is
very different from that In our secular democratic society with Its
representative bodies. It Is often necessary for dialogue to take
place with a variety of different people among the various muslim
communi ties.

In some countries, the authorities disown this Question, pointing to

the principle of religious liberty. In others, there Is a strong
desire for the Islamic communities to be represented and for an
Institutionalized dialogue with them. The practical arrangements,
though, are I".t')t always easy, with the external manifestations of

Islamic IdeI'. ' y (e.

tending to be actors

mosques and

specifically Islamic

of division and Intolerance.

events)

-- J4

The example of the United Kingdom, where muslim representatives are
now found on local councils, shows that part Iclpat Ion Is valuable,
but also that It Is not sufficient by Itself.

AS we have argued above, education and training provide one of the
keys to Integration, and we Include the educatloh of the national as
we II as the Invnlgrant populat Ion. Education and learning are a twoway process, and It needs to be said - firmly but with sensitivity that Integrat Ion Involves mutual respect and understanding.

98.

Our visits confirmed that It can be difficult to transtate general
principles Into practice. For example, In the field of education,
particularlY of young muslim women, there are difficulties arising
from the Interaction between very different traditions and beliefs,
and the way forward Is by no means yet clear. We ourselves have no
simple solutions to offer , but we are convinced that politicians and
those who form opinions In our countries must take the lead, because

I f they do not lead In the dl rect Ion of Integrat Ion and tolerance
they Implicitly lead In the direction of segregation.
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PART THREE

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

99.

All the COmmunity countries (except Ireland) have now become
countries of Immigration. The Question of Integration Is theref. ore
relevant to each of them. There Is no alternat Ive. Voluntary
Insignificant. Forced

return Is, and Is likely to remain,
repatr lat Ion Is not envisaged by any country for migrants whose
and
regular. Policies of " laisser- faire
situation
democratic
In
our
viable
not
appear to be
marginalization do

Is

societies.

In this context, the option of Integration Is unavoidable for all
the Member states. It denotes the need to offer migrants and their

descendants the opportunity to live " normally " In the host country.

It entails providing migrants with sufficient resources (knowledge
language, housing, education, vocational training etc.

of the local

the

national
to enable them gradually to attain " parlty " with
population. This approach seems now to be widely favoured In the
Community countries. It should be applicable not only to migrants
Inflows
lawfully present and their descendants but also to
likely to be limited In number but no less real, stemming mainly

fresh

from family reunification and applications for refugee status.

This Is by no means

a

recent phenomenon.

Several Community

countries have a long history of Integration. Our Group came across
numerous examples of successful Integration drawn from the distant
and more recent past.

Nevertheless, there was no Indication In any of the countries (with
the except Ion of Ireland where the matter does not appear to be
longer
relevant) that the question of Integration was seen as

no

being a problem. In some countries
political debate.

It Is at the very heart of
Integration policies, It

100. In characterizing the Member states
necessary first of all to consider the difficulties surrounding the

objective. The first

of fundamentai
of these, without doubt
fact that Immigration

significance, appears to us to lie In the

confronts us with the problems of our own society.
Immigration Involving the poor, which Is the most extensive type and

poses the

greatest number

of

Integrat Ion problems

Is, for our

the difficulties and
contradictions of the North- South relationship. It brings Into the
countr les of Western Europe large numbers of people wi th few
society, the tangible expression

of

resources - mainly In terms of finance and training - who are
removed from their native surroundings and confronted with the
systems of competition and moveme; which characterize competitive

western soclet lest
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There Is no magic solution to this situation , which could la$t as

long as there are North-South problems. Any Integrat Ion polley will
therefore be difficult and slow to take effect, require significant
re$Ources and be fraught with set-backs.

The problems take on an extra dimension In view of the fact that
policies and , to a greater extent, what Is said about them are
sometimes based on presuppositions which bear little resemblance to

rea II ty.
For Instance, some countries hav. e taken the vIew that Immigration

has led

merely a. passing phenomenon

them to
for them. This
underestimate the resources needed for an Integration policy.

Others believe that sUch a policy applies to a fixed " stock" at a
given moment which Is being gradually absorbed. This comforting
continuing
vision does
correspond to reality, owing to
Inflow of entrants and to the fact that the children of migrants regardless of their nationality - pose problems of Integration which
are all the more pressing because their links w. lth their country of
origin are not the same as those of their parents.

the

not

101. Moreover, I t l s wrong to

expect too much of emp

Whilst the possibility of gaining access to

loyment Po II c I es.

the labour market

appears to remain a necessary condition of Integration, It Is not

enough. A I so, a I though advancement at work may

the Integration

be a ma

jor f actor

process, the opportunities actually available are
nowadays limited , particularly for migrants; It cannot therefore
constitute the sole basls of Integratlon polIcies.

102. In no Member State of the Community Is Integration policy In the
local bodies at dlfferen.
hands of one single entity. The
various responsibilities and
associations share
initiatives. The absence of a single voice, and the difficulties
In achieving consistency are the greater the larger the number of
Involved. The allocation of subsidized housing, which often
Involvement of the State, district authorities and

State,

the

levels and

actors
specialist bodies, Is a good example.
In wider terms, Immlgrat Ion engenders

entails the

a sense of the Irrat lonal
Involving fear of difference and of foreigners. There may be a
temptation - In some countries, but not In all - for politicians to
exploit this. Such an approach can only harm the effectiveness of
Integrat Ion
which depend also on changing peopie

attitudes.

policies,

103. These difficulties must not be allowed to obscure the

each Member
po I I c I es..

State and the Community, of

rewards, for

successful Integration
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The stakes are even higher In the context of the Implementat Ion of
the single market on 1 January 1993, which Is Ilkeiy to br Ing about

greater mobility of people In Europe and to promote Integration of

Member States ' activities and citizens. It could also Increase

further the Interest

of third countries In the CommunltY

$ policies

and pract Ices.

The pr Imary concern of each State, and Europea.s a whole, must be to

demonstrate and defend democratic values

and solidarity. The

challenge facing us Is this: how can we ensure the preservation of
human r Ights, while (Immigration confronts our societies with the

pressures and tens Ions

of the wor

I d? How

can we ma I nta I n

social protect Ion and social guarantees

systems of

In the face of growing

numbers of Impoverished people from all part$ of the world?

104. The construction of Europe Is also

directly affected,

In both

political and economic terms.

If Integration policies .at national level fall, this will stimulate
the reawakening or development of sentiments based on " fear of the
foreigner , which can only harm the relationships between peoples of
the Member states In which such feelings are allowed to surface.

ally, a policy perceived

Addltlon.

as

discriminating agaInst

Immigrants from third countries could arouse reactions elsewhere
Image and promote the growth of
which would tarnish Europe

tension, especially In the Mediterranean region.

for

Integration
Finally, too much diversity In the opportunities
could generate pressure at certain borders and cause movement of
Immigrants within the Community, particularly If freedom of movement
were extended to migrants; although that 1$ merely a hypothesis,

cannot be discounted.
105. We feel It prudent to emphasize, In

this regard,

that Imposing

severe restrictions on the free movement of third-country mlgrant$

may be discriminatory In
between the rights .of

the sense of too great a discrepancy

nationals and of foreigners, especially those

who have been res! dent for some t I me.

faced with ,

therefore, Is the problem of how to avoid
the attendant discrimination
and Inefficiency. How can we overcome the diffIculties likely to be

What we are

controls based on ' appearanCE; ' , with

faced by

groups of Europeans wish I ng to move around free I y: a
company which has obtained a market In another Member state, or a
European
exchange with
schoo I c I ass conduct I

establishment?

106. In a

ng an

wider sense, the question

on the

another

of Integration will turn the

Community s policies insofar as they are aimed
specifically at nationals of the Member states. Any limiting of aid
many, to
programmes, of wh I ch
spot light

and research

there are a grea

effect
nationals of Member States could have a discrlmlna '
running counter to the aim of Integration. We have been unable

either to carry out a detailed analysis of this aspect or to assess
Impact on Integrat ion , but it cannot be left out of the

the actual

reckon I ng.
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These quest Ions assume

greater

Importance In v lew

of the fact that

nationality rights vary greatly from one Community country to
another. The Group has noted that this diversity Is attributable to
national historical and cultural traditions and will not hinder
current attempts to achieve consistency between Member States
Integration policies. It goes without saying that a rethink would be
necessary I f the effect of pollc les var led great Iy according .
whether one was a national of a Community Member State or a third

country.
107. In view of

the fact that Integration

construct Ion of Europe and

neutral from

the

problems

affect the

European policies In many areas are not

point of vl eW

of Integration, we

recommend

Increased cooperation between States In this field. This course of

action appears all the more

viable since the European countries,

regardless of their historical and geographical differences. appear

to be faced nowadays with

potential

similar prOblems,

both actual and

, from the point of view of Integration of migrants:

cont Inued pressure on entry;

Increasing culturai differences between country of origin and
host country;
concentration In certain districts (" ghettolzatlon

unemployment, marginalization of

section of

the foreign

popul at Ion;

Integrat Ion problems of the second generat
awareness of national public opinion.

Ion;

There are more areas of agreement than disagreement with regard to

the type of action which

partlcuiarly In

they can take

or

are already taking,

terms of bringing about change.

Member States are likely to suffer less soul-searching and to be
more effective If they are able to see their own problems In better
perspective and take the heat out of them by comparison with and
reference to those of
countr lest Cooperat Ion may help a
country to overcome Its particular anguish over Immigration by

of others.
other

viewing the matter In a wider

context and drawing on the experience

108. In the light of the above, we consider It appropriate to make the
following proposals, without prejudging the Institutional forms of

cooperat Ion.
We have se i ected five areas for cons I deration:
1. Improve the Information on Immlgrat Ion In Europe

In the

109. There Is considerable disparity
level of Information on
Immlgrat Ion In Europe. Apart from a handful of experts, few people
in any one country are aware of the situation and the Initiatives
taken In others. To take the heat out of the debate and also to glv~
added substance, great Importance will attach to the collect lop
and , espeCially, dissemination of data on the Immigration situation
In the various Community countries, the policies conducted and their
public opinion playing a significant
In this

It

effects, with
connect Ion.

role
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and dlssemlnat Ing data should also relate
lmmlgrat Ion and Integrat Ion. For some countr les

This aspect of collect Ing
to the - history of

of the
this Is by no means a new phenomenon , although the events
have largely
past, concerning mainly Intra-European Immigration,parallels
are

disappeared from the collective memory. Historical
never exact, but It Is worth remarking, for Instance, that the
current and prospect Ive Immlgrat Ion from Eastern to Western Europe
Is not unprecedented. The Inflow of Immigrants from the East has
arrived too recently for us to have felt able to deal specifically
with their Integration In this report, but we draw attentlon to the
the ch II dren of
Member states who
number of c I t I zens
Immigrants from Eastern EUrope who seH led In the West In the

are

of

aftermath of war.

Finally, and as a matter of priority, we feel It essential for this

Information to emphasize the migrants

contribution to

their

European host countries and their economies, a factor which Is often

underestimated.
2. Devise a set of basic pr Inclples on the Integrat Ion

110. This would be

somewhat similar to

justl f led by the need to cont

of migrants

the social charter and Is

Inue and deve

lop Integrat Ion pol Ie les

In the various Member states. It would appear to be feasible In the
light of the similarity of Member States ' problems and actions.

dmake It eas I er to ach I eve the des ired cons I stency, but wou I d
not stand In the way of local Initiatives In accordance with these

wou I

fundamental principles.

111. These principles should , to some extent , clarify the fundamental
rights of Indlvlduais, setting out requirements both for the content

of policies and for the Immigrants themselves. They would

concerned mainly with freedom of expression, freedom to come and go,
non- discrimination on racial or religious grounds, equal rights for

rights and observance of defendants
rights, etc. They would thus reflect the freedoms over which Europe
has fought and wh I ch form part of I ts her I tage.

men and women , ch Iidren

They should aiso present the various elements of Integration polley
which there Is agreement
highlighting the
In
Its various forms, housing
concerning such matters as
and culture, etc.

by

broad lines on
training

They could, In particular, stress the partlcuiar sIgnificance of the

second gener a t Ion.
They could also help to focus attention on areas where
measures In respect of migrants are required (for example

specific

learning

the nat tonal language) and those whIch are more a matter for general
action In respect of vulnerable groups In society.

- 40This would undoubtedly provide each country with an opportunity to
Insight Into the reasoning behind the actions of the other
countries . to discover areas of convergence, to bring differences

gain

Into the open and perhaps even to reach agr.eement.

3. Promote exchanges and

consultat Ion on the

social aspects of

Integrat Ion

112. The problems of Immigration In Europe .cannot be understood purely
terms Of Inf lux. The object Ive of Integrat Ion Is . a shared one and
reQuires a number of varied policies, particularly In the fields
housing, education , training and culture. We believe that regular
exchanges of Informat Ion between the Member States on
these fields and their effects may facilitate Integration and . avold

policies

the adverse

d I spar I
4. Bu

ties.

effects which are likely

II d up a c I ear oven II pi dure

to arise from excessive

of movements

113. Movements of migrants from third countries or between Community
countries affect Integration. A massive Influx I.
geographical
region populated by foreigners may generate Ihsoluble problems of

ntoa

living conditions and therefore Integration.
It
Is unrealistic to expect the flow to be
stopped dead, apart from which the requisite policing measures may

housing, relationships,

On the other hand

generate fear within the country and tensions with third countries
and their nationals, and may a.lso Impose constraints on Integration.

114. There Is

no Ideal level or optimum

conslderat Ions. There Is,
between theCommun

I ty

balance between these two

however , a measure of Interdependence
countr les. A concerted effort by Member State.

may help to give a clearer picture, especially If there Is an
accompanying process of evaluat Ion
effects of such
movements, which would act
antidote both to slmpl'. stlc

as an

pronouncements and the worr les of

of the

the general public.

5. Take the problem of Integration Into account In common policies,
particularly those relating to third countries
115. The Commun i ty

policies vls- ~-vls countries of
In the future with the countries of Eastern

conducts active

emigrat Ion , In particular Africa and the Mediterranean region , and

no doubt do so
policies fall to take sufficient account at present
of Immlgrat ion and Integration Questions.

w II I

Europe. These

Without having gone Into the matter In detail, we believe that the
countries of the COmmunity should give some thought to how these
policies cOUld contribute towards Integration , either directly by
promoting bilateral relationships between regions of the Community

Indirectly by taking Into account the
potential contribution and the effect of such action on the

and third countries, or

Increasing movements of migrants.
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regard, we feel It Is appropriate to point out that
relationships between the rich countries of the " North" and the
growing populat Ions of the countr les of the " South" pose a major

116. In this

problem for

of our world. The proposed
the future stabilityterms
of reference. We wish

solut Ions far exceed

the study
therefore to restrict ounielves to two points, which are selfImportant, relating directly to the
evident but

are no less

Integrat Ion of Immigrants and future Immlgrat

Ion trends:

117. It Is. firstly. Inconceivable that emigration from countries of the
South" to the Community could be on such a scale as to absorb their
population growth. The people of the Member states would, In any
case. not accept such an Influx, either from the political or the
economic point of view. Other measures will have to be considered.
Secondly. the population growth In the countries of the " South" will
Inevitably put greater pressure on Immigration control In the Member

States. There Is no doubt that new migrants will

enter the

Community legally for economic or, more ilkely, polltlcal reasons.
Others will be Illegal Immigrants.
118. Because the Community
democrat Ic tradl

have to be Integrated.
Because the

Is prosperous and can look

t Ion, Immlgrat

ComInun I ty

Ion will

I s prosperous and

certain resources, Including

back on a long

cont Inue and Immigrants will
democrat I c.

I t can ca li

the requisite solidarity and will to

come up wi th the right response.

This will must be based on adherence to collectively held principles
and on a wide variety Of Individual and colle. ctlve Initiatives and

aU I tudes.

We have seen encouraging signs of how Integrat Ion can be achieved;
In finding a
we have also realized the extent of the
solution to something which brings us up against the problems of our
soc I et I es.

difficulty

We hope that this report

will help the Member

Community Institutions to pursue and
br Ing about the social Integrat Ion of Immigrants.

States and the

Intensify their efforts to
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ANNEX 1

STATISTICAl ANNEX

The stat 1st Ics

used In the Ahnex do not come from the same source and the
the figures therefore have to

resulting tables are not directly comparable;

be treated with caution.

A significant Improvement In the definitions, the data collection methods and
the way In which they are published would be highly desirable.

These tables relate only to legally resident Immigrants who do not possess
the nationality of the country where they live, whereas In our report we
extend our considerations beyond the legal concept of citizenship to cover

the " ethnic

mlhorltles " as they are referred to In some Member States and the
natlona
the

second and th I rd generat Ion descendants who possess the

country where they live.

ConseqUently noticeable differences may exist between the

varying according to source (where they are available, )

II ty of

official data,

and other unofficial
data which often Include Immigrants In an Irregular situation.
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